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ABSTRACT
The concept of a weakly intrusive ambient soundscape (WISP) is
presented as a means to provide a peripheral awareness of pro-
cesses beyond a user’s immediate attention. TheWISP is a com-
ponent in a larger environment for ubiquitous computing, cen-
tered around a conference room scenario. The experiences from
a demonstration prototype indicate that the choice of sounds and
the intensity of their presentation can greatly influence the way
the WISP is perceived. The work relates in various ways to the
sonification of data and audio-based techniques for maintaining
peripheral awareness.
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio cues in computer interfaces has become quite common in
recent years, for the most part due to a general proliferation of
sound support in modern personal computers. However, with the
exception of entertainment like games, music and video, sound in
computer software is almost always used to emphasize events that
are fairly obvious anyway: login, logoff, errors, warnings, email
notifications and calendar reminders. The combined effect of sight
and sound is by design intended to attract the user’s attention to
the event, and thereby disrupt the current activity. The human user
is regarded as a mechanical, task-switching entity that must be in-
terrupted in order to respond to some event.
Human beings are usually very good at building mental mod-
els of their environments. In familiar surroundings, like at work
or at home, we often have a fairly accurate picture of the activities
in our immediate vicinity. We infer the doings of our collegues or
family members, even though we can not observe them directly.
Sound plays an important role in the creation of such models, be-
cause it carries a number of subtle and familiar cues. For example,
footsteps, the sound of a copier, the tinkling of glasses, rushing
water or a creaking door all aid to distinguish between the antici-
pated and the unexpected. Less obtrusive and remote sounds also
play an important role. We are usually not aware of the hum of
the ventilation system or the distant din of conversation, until they
suddenly change in intensity or our name is mentioned [1].
In our work on ubiqutious service environments for meetings
and collaborative work [2], we have introduced the concept of a
Weakly Intrusive Ambient Soundscape, or WISP [3]. A WISPcaters
for a physical space, such as a conference or common room, or
a personal work area. In theWISP, states and events in the com-
putational and physical environment are presented as subtle and
non-intrusive sound cues. The listening experience is intended to
convey intuition rather than interruption; each signal should be suf-
ficiently non-intrusive to be accepted without disturbing the focus
of the task at hand, while distinctive enough to be separable from
other cues.
From practical experience with our prototypes and the experi-
ences of everyday life, we believe that the success of an artificial
audio ambience is coupled to two important properties of human
cognition: learning and anticipation. Upon its introduction, the
sounds in theWISPare unfamiliar encounters and therefore by their
very novelty, craving for attention. The meaning of a particular ef-
fect must also be learned, or it will be regarded as meaningless
noise. However, just as the steady ticking of a clock quickly slips
from our attention, anticipated sounds fade into the background of
our consciusness. The effect that we hope to capitalise on, is the
subtle difference between the anticipated and the perceived. For
example, varying the rate of the ticking of the grandfather clock,
or the almost inaudible conversation that turns into an emotional
argument.
2. THE FUSEENVIRONMENT
The ambient soundscape created by theWISP is intended to be part
of a larger setting, in which computers, software and facilities for
graphic and audio presentation interact with the users in a coordi-
nated fashion. We have used the phraseFuture Ubiquitous Service
Environment(FUSE) for this particular kind of environment, and
our first prototype was therefore promptly nicknamed fuseONE [2].
2.1. fuseONE
In fuseONE, we dressed a small conference room with a few se-
lected appointments, nowadays more often than not found in simi-
lar locations. The physical space contained a full bandwidth video-
conference system, a SmartBoard [4] combined projection screen
and pointing device, a cordless keyboard and mouse, a set of iBut-
t n identification devices [5], a VGA projector and a server com-
puter. Hidden loudspeakers were driven by the server computer’s
audio output ports.
The computing space of fuseONE consisted of the department
systems on the local area network, the Internet, standard applica-
tion software and our own applications and middleware.
A gathering in fuseONE usually followed a similar pattern.
The participants gathered with their laptops around the conference
table and identified themselves through the iButtons. Running one
of the fuseONE software components, the laptops displayed repre-
sentations of the other participant’s, the projection area and other
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services. Users were then able to send files to each other, to the
projector or interact with other components.
Although aWISP was never deployed in the fuseONE environ-
ment, it illustrates the kind of environment we experiment in; a
relatively small, shared room where users focus on a common task
but are still aware of peripheral processes and can receive unob-
trusive notifications of external events. This lead us to our next
prototype, fuseTWO, which dealt mainly with the issue of notifica-
tions.
2.2. fuseTWO
The fuseTWO prototype was created to study how notifications can
be presented to users while managing the amount of intrusion cre-
ated by the delivery. The notifications were small text messages,
addressed to specific users.
The physical setting was, just as in fuseONE, that of a confer-
ence room, but now extended to contain a number of notification
terminals. The notification terminals were of two kinds, public
and private. Four Compaq iPaq palmtop computers implemented
the private terminals with a side-scrolling banner. The public ter-
minals varied in size and appearance and consisted of a simulation
of a wall-mounted analog clock that superimposed text on the face
of the clock, a side-scrolling banner on a wall projection screen
and aWISP installation.
All terminals (with the exception of the projection screen ban-
ner) employed sound. The private terminals could emit a sharp,
annoying ring similar to that of a telephone and the wall-mounted
clock could chime. TheWISP could not reveal the text of a noti-
fication, but had much more dynamic range and choice of sound
character than the other terminals.
Notifications were sent to the terminals by a notification router.
The router software examined each notification and based its rout-
ing decision on the recipient, the privacy of the notification and the
availability of private or public notification terminals.
Another important component in the fuseTWO prototype was
a rotary knob mounted in the middle of the conference table. The
knob would allow the users to continuously set the level of intru-
siveness accepted by the group. The level of the knob was mon-
itored by the router, and in the minimum end position, no noti-
fications were allowed to reach any terminal. As the knob grad-
ually was turned towards the maximum position, more terminals
were employed with an increasing amount of intensity. The wall-
mounted clock began to chime and the palmtop computers would
ring. Technically, the router informed the terminals of the current
knob setting and the terminals adapted their behaviour according
to built-in thresholds.
2.3. Wisp in use
TheWISP terminal service that was used in the fuseTWO prototype,
reacted to a notification by playing a sound associated with the re-
cipient of the notification. TheWISP also responded to changes
in intensity by altering the playback volume and by switching be-
tween three levels of reverb. The highest intensity level featured
a dry sound, without any artificial reflections. The medium level
had a moderate amount of reverb added to it, and the low intensity
level was almost completely saturated by reverb, giving the effect
of a far sound being heard in an empty garage.
The fuseTWO prototype was on display in a booth for two days
at an international science project review, during which time a
number of interesting experiences were made. We will here re-
mark only on those associated with theWISP terminal.
During the exhibition theWISPused four distinct sounds. This
was because the setup involved exactly four pre-arranged users.
Three of the sounds were of a fairly short duration while the fourth
was longer. The short sounds consisted of a female giggle (1.3
seconds), a golfboll dropping in a tin cup (1.2 seconds) and a car
engine starting (3.3 seconds). The fourth sound was a fairly long
thunderstorm sequence (15.3 seconds) and did not receive any re-
verb treatment.
The sounds were choosen through a combination of factors.
We wanted to offer a variety in their nature, to make each sound
clearly distinguishable from the others. We also wanted to move
away from singular events towards a true ambience, which is why
we added reverb to simulate a surrounding space and included the
long thunderstorm.
TheWISP had, through the versatility of the support for sound
in Java (SDK 1.3), the ability to play several sounds simultane-
ously. In order to prevent sounds from being triggered too close
to each other, we introduced a form of traffic shaping in theWISP,
to the effect that there was at least a1 second delay between suc-
cessive playbacks. This allowed the short sounds a space in which
they could be recognized, while still play back overlapping each
other.
In use, one of the most interesting observations we made, was
that the sounds very quickly became familiar and blended into the
general atmosphere of the exhibition hall (which was quite noisy
without our contributions). The high rate of random messages
generated solely for demonstration purposes may well have con-
tributed to this effect, but in spite of this the sounds easily became
annoying and impossible to ignore when the volume was turned
up too high.
At medium intensity levels, the reverb added to the sounds
helped to create an artifical ambience, although one observer felt
that the reverb made the sounds feel colder and less pleasant. At
low intensity levels, the amount of reverb and low playback vol-
ume made the sounds almost inaudible, indistinguishable and dif-
ferent to separate from the general noise in the room.
The strongest reactions, received from casual visitors to the
prototype, was to the giggle and the thunderstorm. Several people
said they liked the giggle. In a least one case, the giggle effect
caused quite a substantial emotional response in that the listener
thought to recognize the recording as herself (which was not the
case). As for the thunderstorm, several people indicated that it
gave a cozy atmosphere.
The other two sounds, the golfball and car engine were met
mostly with indifference. The sound of the ball falling into the cup
was difficult to recognise (except possibly for avid golfers). The
car engine was easily identified, of good quality, but seemed to
lack character.
One person with a hearing disability, found that theWISPsounds
interfered with his hearing even at low volume, because it raised
the general noise level around him which was in turn emphasized
by his hearing aid equipment.
3. A WISP IN A SHARED SPACE
The deployment of aWISP in a shared space, like a meeting room
or kitchen, is escorted with issues of how to join the preferences
of several people in what essentially is a broadcast medium. For
example, there must be some subscription and routing mechanism
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which allows theWISP to receive events for the users present in
the space it caters for. In our prototypes we used iButtons as a
localisation device.
Having detected the user’s presence, theWISP must then re-
trieve the user’s preferences, such as event mappings and sound
parameters. These mappings may conflict with those of other users
present, for instance if two people has associated different events
to one and the same sound cue. There appears to be two basic solu-
tions for this. In a centralized model, each user must select sound
cues from a single resource. TheWISP does not allow customized
sounds to be introduced by users, and has therefore the ability to
recognise a clash between user’s choices. In a distributed model,
each user is encouraged to personalise the aural cues, to such an
extent that it becomes unlikely that two users share identical cues.
The centralized model is easy to implement, but will most cer-
tainly leave some people dissatisfied. The distributed model, while
offering the highest degree of freedom, suffers from the possibility
that people avoid the customisation step because it is perceived as
tedious. It also has no real protection from reintroducing conflicts
should people exchange popular sounds, and it cannot prevent ob-
noxious auralisations or willful abuse.
4. RELATED WORK
The arena of research in which theWISP is situated is intersected
by at least two central topics. These can be characterised as the
sonification of data for presentation purposes on the one hand, and
support for peripheral awareness on the other.
Sonification, or audification as it is also sometimes called,
deals with the issue of converting non-audio data into sound. The
purpose is to create a sonic environment that reflects the data in
such a way, that the listener can identify or target specific events
or locations in the data where there are interesting features. The
output of the sonification can be intended for the immediate atten-
tion of the listener or as an ambient background, depending on the
application.
Below follows some examples of work where the audio was
intended for the listener’s immediate attention. We begin with
Childs [6] who synthesised music to aid the analysis of computa-
tional fluid dynamics. The output was used to locate convergence
behaviour and low activity areas in the massive amounts of data
generated by the simulations.
Chafe and Leistikow [7] transformed packet round trip times
on the Internet into audible sounds, to experience network perfor-
mance in real time and to analyse trends in vast collections of log
data.
Internet statistics were also gathered and sonified by Hansen
and Rubin [8], who studied web and chat sites, and converted the
activity there into a number of drones, string sounds and tones.
Bederson and Druin [9] constructed an automated tour guide
which supported ad-hoc paths and pauses in a museum tour, with
personal, auditory addresses at selected exhibits. Like many other
techniques, the tour guide depended on wearable equipment for
the reproduction of sound, whereasWISP relies on loudspeakers
concealed in the physical environment.
Hudson and Smith [10] demonstrated an interesting encod-
ing technique in a system for electronic mail preview using non-
speech audio. In their system, incoming mail was analysed for
size, recipients and content, and then encoded into a sentence of
audio symbols, carefully designed to be non-intrusive yet distinc-
tive. The effort of loading semantics into a language of noises is
very interesting, because human are often adept at learning such
languages, just as we learn Morse code or the semantics of movie
music. With learning and adaptation the need to attend a sound is
reduced and this seems to argue for the possibility of loadingWISP
with a favourable set of semantics.
Mynatt et al [11, 12] developed Audio Aura, a system with
wearable playback and personal positioning facilities. The system
was designed for task and calendar reminders, email status and
information of the activities of colleagues. In particular, a user de-
parting one location could leave a lingering, audible aura which
the system would pick up and play back to other users if they ap-
proached the spot in time. Depending heavily on localisation, Au-
dio Aura could provide audio which was relevant not only in the
general context of the recipient, but also semantically connected to
the physical environment.
Sawhney and Schmandt [13, 14] have worked on Nomadic Ra-
dio, another system in which the user wears the sound generation
equipment. Just as Walker and Brewster [15] they employ tech-
niques for three-dimensional sounds, by which another dimension
of semantics can be introduced by positioning the perceived sound
in relation to the listener’s head. Nomadic Radio is very sophis-
ticated and hosts a range of features; seven levels from silence,
through ambient background information to insistent signalling. In
addition, tactile and spoken commands may be given to the system
via the wearable. Nomadic Radio also monitors the user’s activi-
ties and speech in order to minimise intrusiveness. In relation to
a WISP, Nomadic Radio is designed to follow and interact directly
with its user at almost all times. It is much more like a personal
assistant shaped like a collar, whileWISP attempts to be a more
ghost-like entity. A particularly interesting result from Nomadic
Radio is that user’s preferred to have ambient background infor-
mation continuously audible, as it reassured them that the system
was operational.
The topic of peripheral awareness has seen substantial interest,
particularly in the field of computer-supported cooperative work,
where the participants in a working group may be physically dis-
tant yet closely connected by communication technology. In these
settings, it becomes important to maintain a sense of awareness
of the activities of the other people in the group are doing, with-
out having to monitor their activities closely. This can be done,
for example, by the sonification of events generated by people or
the transformation and re-rendering of data from video and audio
pickups. ForWISP, we are of a mind that if such mechanisms
are useful, they should be able to convey an intuitive sense of any
graspable process.
Pedersen et al has studied peripheral awareness in theAROMA
system [16, 17]. They looked at the use of abstract representa-
tions as presence indicators, in order to find a middle ground in
which the recipient was not unduly disturbed and the monitored
person’s integrity was intact. They measured the activity and peo-
ple present in a room, and displayed this information using audio,
visual and haptic (touch) presentations. One particularly interest-
ing result was that the abstractions caused problems of interpreta-
tion for the recipients. With too many semantic mappings the ab-
stract representation was unnoticed or rejected as too hard to learn.
Another important find was that users tended to overinterpret the
symbolism in the display when it involved familiar elements.
An interesting audio treatment was performed by Smith and
Hudson using the concept of a low-disturbance, non-speech sound
[18]. Essentially, the sender’s voice is sampled, encoded and resyn-
thesised at the receiver. The major point, however, is that the de-
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coded sound at the receiving end is unintelligeble, thus preserving
the privacy of the sender, while still being recognisable as a speech
activity.
Barra et al [19] applied sonification to monitor aHTTP server.
To counter the repetetive and potentially tedious task of listening
to machine-generated sounds, they allowed the sounds generated
by events in theHTTP server to be mixed into an audio stream of
the operator’s choice.
Gaver, Smith and O’Shea [20] found in theARKola bottling
plant simulation that auditory icons helped collaboration and diag-
nosis among workers in a shared and complex task. By virtue of
its many different sounds, the simulation automatically forced the
user to place certain sounds in focus. One result of this was that the
simple cessation of a sound did not always convey the information
that the corresponding process had stopped.
Ishii et al reports on ambientROOM [21, 22, 23], a specially
designed room in which lighting, air, video and sounds together
form an ambience laden with content. The use of natural, ambient
sounds carrying information makes ambientROOM the earlier work
most closely related toWISP. However, whereas ambientROOM
explores many dimensions as conduits for awareness,WISP only
concerns itself with ambient sound.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We are in no doubt that the creation of an artifical audio ambience
is meaningful in some circumstances. Our own experiences from
our prototypes and the results or others in the areas of sonifica-
tion and peripheral awareness inspire us in this regard. Success,
however, appears to be dependent upon the careful deliberation on
several factors.
For example, which processes and events should be allowed to
generate sound? Information that is related to the activities of peo-
ple has a life-like quality and meaning, but are obviously sensitive
with respect to privacy. The monitoring of mechanical activities
such as network or server performance easily runs the risk of be-
ing monotonous. In a shared environment, one recipient may listen
with interest while others find themselves exposed to an incompre-
hensible noise.
What should be the nature or the generated sounds, in order to
achieve peripheral awareness and minimise intrusion? From our
fuseTWO prototype, we are inclined to believe that easily recog-
nisable and natural sounds stands the greatest chance of being ac-
cepted as a part of the environment. In particular, a continuous
background murmur is probably more easily ignored than a sin-
gular sound, and it also continuosly reassures the listener that it is
operative.
Voices, and voice-like sounds earns a special recognition in
our mind because we are very accustomed to hearing and inter-
preting voices. For the same reason, voice-based sounds can be
experienced on many levels; emotional, cultural and social. A
whisper in the woods can be just as provocative as a symphony
orchestra crescendo.
Future work will see the development of our third prototype.
Just as in the earlier prototypes, the setting involves a conference
room with a host of services and interaction resources. AWISP
will be one of them and we hope to further explore the relationship
between noise and a meaningful ambience in this setting.
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